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UniTab
Quick Procedure Guide

This guide is intended for quick consultation only and does not replace the label or SDS. Before using this product, read the label 
and SDS carefully and follow all the instructions.

Training/First Aid:
This equipment may be used only by 
those workers specifically trained in the 
use of this equipment, under the direction 
of the Supervisor or Training and Quality 
Coordinator.  Staff must demonstrate sound 
knowledge and operating skill.  Staff must 
acknowledge training by signature.

Personal Protective Equipment:
•	 Safety goggles
•	 Nitrile gloves

PROCEDURE FOR GENERAL SANITIZING/NON-PANDEMIC

1. Put on safety goggles and nitrile gloves.

2. Remove all caps from a 20 L Buddy Jug and fill it with cold water.

3. Take one (1) UniTab tablet, hold at arms-length from the jug and place inside to dissolve. Allow 4-6 minutes 
for off gassing before securing all caps back on. This is a dilution strength of 100 ppm and has a shelf life of 
seven (7) days.  

4. Ensure there is a label on the Buddy Jug with the correct dilution ratio and the date the solution was made.  

5. To decant (gradually pour) into spray bottles or a Victory Electrostatic Sprayer, carefully tip the Buddy 
Jug on its side and turn the spout from closed position to the open position. All spray bottles or Victory 
Electrostatic Sprayers filled should be labelled and dated to match the buddy jug information.

6. When all spray bottles or sprayers have been filled, stand the Buddy Jug right side up.

7. At the end of the seven (7) day shelf life, any unused solution can be emptied into auto-scrubbers, or other 
viable uses instead of simply being poured down the drain. Check with your supervisor.

PROCEDURE FOR PANDEMIC USE

1. Put on safety goggle and nitrile gloves.

2. Retrieve a Victory Electrostatic Sprayer.

3. Ensure the battery has been charged properly for use. The battery is inserted into the charger and plugging 
the charger into a wall socket.

4. Remove the tank from the unit by rotating the tank-locking collar and pulling the tank release ring.  
The tank can now be removed.

5. Fill the 1 L tank with the cold water almost all the way to the top.

6. Take one (1) UniTab tablet, hold at arms-length from the 1 L tank and place inside to dissolve.  Allow 4-6 
minutes for off gassing before re-securing to the sprayer. This is a dilution strength of 2000 ppm and has a 
shelf life of seven (7) days.

7. Ensure there is a label on the tank with the correct dilution ratio and the date the solution was made. 

8. At the end of the seven (7) day shelf life, any unused solution can be emptied into auto-scrubbers, or other 
viable uses instead of simply being poured down the drain. Check with your supervisor.


